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SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF ELEMENTARY OPERATORS. II

BY

LAWRENCE A. FIALKOW1

ABSTRACT. Let A = (Ai,..., A„) and B = (Bj,..., Bn) denote commuta-

tive n-tuples of operators on a Hubert space W. Let Rab denote the elementary

operator on L(U) defined by Rab{X) = A1XB1 4--h A„XB„.  We obtain

new expressions for the essential spectra of Rab and Rab\J (the restriction

of Rab to a norm ideal J of £(W)). We also study isolated points of joint

spectra defined in the sense of R. Harte.

1. Introduction. Let M denote an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, and let

t(U) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on U. For commutative n-

tuples of operators A — (Ai,..., An) and B — (Bi,..., Bn), let R = Rab '■ £(M) —>

Z(U) denote the elementary operator defined by

R(X) = AiXBi + ■ ■ ■ + AnXBn       (Xe£(J/)).

Elementary operators (in a more general Banach algebra context) were introduced

by G. Lumer and M. Rosenblum [22], who computed the spectra of such operators

in cases where the A¿'s or ß,'s are functionally related. Let oh(T) and ffHe(T)

denote, respectively, the spectrum and Fredholm essential spectrum of an n-tuple

T G £(#)(n) in the sense of R. Harte [18, 19, 8]. In Theorem 2.1 we derive the

following expression for the essential spectrum of an elementary operator:

(1.1) Oe(RAB) = <TH(A) O 0He(B) U 0He(A) O CTH(B).

(For subsets a, r C Cn, o-oT = {aoß = ^2 ctißi : a = (ai,..., an) G o, ß =

(ßl,...,ßn)GT).)

As described below, this result supplements the description of ae (Rab ) obtained

by A. Carrillo and C. Hernández [3], and it closely parallels the following expression

for the spectrum of Rab that we derive in the sequel from results of R. Harte [19]

and R. Curto [5]:

(1.2) o(Rab) = o-h(A)°°-h(B).

A well-known and useful consequence of Voiculescu's Theorem [27], due to C.

Apóstol [2, Lemma 2.2], is that if T G Z(M) and A e <7ie(T) (the left essential

spectrum of T), then U(T)~, the norm closure of the unitary orbit of T, contains

an operator S such that dimker(S — A) = oo. In the course of proving Theorem

2.1, we obtain the following close analogue of this result for elementary operators:

If A 6 o-ib(Rab), then there exists an elementary operator Ra'B' £ U(Rab)~ such

that dimker(i?J4'ß' - A) = oo (Corollary 2.9); if A G o-t<í(Rab) (the right essential
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416 L. A. FIALKOW

spectrum of Rab), then there exists an elementary operator Ra'B1 £ U(Rab)

such that dim(£()l)/Raii(RA<B' - A)") = oo (Corollary 2.11).

We prove all of the preceding results, not just for elementary operators, but also

for operators of the form Rab\J'- J —> J, where (J,\\\ ■ |||) is an arbitrary norm

ideal of Z(U). This extension is useful in obtaining applications to sums of tensor

products of operators (as discussed in [10]).

For A,B G Z(X), define tAb(X) = AX-XB and Sab(X) = AXB (X G Z(X)).
For R = t or R= S, and for A G psf(R) (the semi-Fredholm domain of R), we may

compute index(i? — A) in terms of spectral and algebraic invariants of A and B [9,

10, 11]. The problem of extending these results to arbitrary elementary operators

remains open, even for n = 2, and leads naturally to the problem of describing

the isolated points of the Harte joint spectrum. In §3 we study this problem for a

commuting pair of operators (A, B), and we obtain some information concerning

the location of isolated points (Proposition 3.4). We show that, in general, isolated

points of the Harte-Fredholm domain of (A, B) cannot be excised by a Riesz-type

spectral decomposition (Example 3.5).

In the remainder of this section we recall the terminology and results that we

require in the sequel. Let X denote a complex Banach space, and let Z(X) denote

the algebra of all bounded linear operators on X. For A G Z(X), let cr(A) denote

the spectrum of A, i.e.,

cr(A) — {X G C: A - Xlx is not 1-1 or not onto}.

For a commutative n-tuple A — (Ai,... ,An) G Z(X)^n\ let ctt(A) denote the

Taylor spectrum of A [25]. Let K(X) denote the closed 2-sided ideal of all compact

operators in Z(X), and let A(X) = Z(X)/K(X). For A G Z(X), let Ä denote the

image of A in A(X) under the canonical projection, and let cre(a) = cr(A) denote

the Fredholm essential spectrum of A. For an n-tuple A, CTe (A) denotes the Taylor

essential spectrum of A [4].

Let A denote a complex Banach algebra with identity 1. For A = (Ai,..., An) G

A^n), the left spectrum of A (relative to A) is defined by

tri (A) = { A G Cn :  There is no solution X G A{n)

to the equation Xi (Ai — Ai) +-\- Xn(An — Xn) — 1} .

The right spectrum of A, <xr(A), is defined analogously, and the Harte spectrum of

A is given by <rH(A) = <xi(A) U cxt(A) [18, 19].

For a Banach space X, A = A(X), and A G Z(X){n), let Ä = (Äi,... ,À„) G

A(X)(n\ and let <rie(A) = ct\(A), the left essential spectrum of A, and aie(A) =

<rr(A), the right essential spectrum of A. The Harte essential spectrum of A is

given by <rHeU) = <rie(A) U are(A). If A G Z(X), then o(A) = <rH(A) = crT(A)

and ae(A) = CTHe(Á) = ffTe(Á); for n > 1 and A G £()/)(n), íth(á) c <Jt(á) and

o-He(A) C CTTe(A) (see [25]).

In [19, Theorem 3.5] R. Harte obtained the following identities for the left and

right spectra of elementary operators:

(1.3) oi(Rab) = <n{A) o at{B)

and

(1.4) Or(RAß) = o-T(A) o a\{B);
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thus,

(1.5) ct(Rab) = oi(A) o aT(B) U ar(A) ° °i(B).

With the aid of (1.3) and (1.4), R. Curto [5] derived the following expression for

o~(Rab) in terms of Taylor spectra:

(1.6) o-(Rab) = ot(A) o oT(B).

Thus,

<th(A) o <rH(B) C ot(A) o ot(B) = o(Rab)

= oi(A) o o-r(fî) U Or(A) O (71 (B) C CTH(A) O CTH(B),

whence we deduce (1.2) and also the identity

(1.7) o-h(A)ooh(B) = o-t(ä)o<jt(B).

Formula (1.7) is of interest because there is at present no concrete prescription

for computing ot(A)\oh(A) (even for pairs of operators, n = 2), and (1.7) may

prove useful in such computations. (The results of §3 may also be useful in this

regard.) It would be interesting to discover a proof of (1.7) that is independent of

results about elementary operators; we know of no such argument at present.

Identity (1.1) is the analogue of (1.2) for essential spectra. In [7] R. Curto

obtains the following analogue of (1.7) for essential spectra:

<7Te(Á) O CTt(B) U O-t(Á) O OTe(B)

= O-He(Á) o aH(B) U o-H(A) o oHe(B),

from which follows (via (1.1)) the following analogue of (1.6):

(1.9) oe(RAB) = o-Te(A) o ctt(B) U aT(A) o aTe(B).

Results such as (1.1) (and hence (1.9)) depend on analogues of (1.3)—(1.5) for es-

sential spectra. These are the results of A. Carrillo and C. Hernández that we next

describe.

For n-tuples of Hilbert space operators A and B, let

<jlr =crXl(A,B) =o-l(A)oo-Te(B)U<Tie(A)oo-r(B),

Wri =<Tr\{A,B) = oT(A) o o-\e(B) U are(A) o o\(B),

an = oil (A, B) = o\(A) o cr\e(B) U <rie(A) o ct\(B),     and,

Orr =o-ir(A,B) = o-T(A) o ore(B) U aie(A) O oT(B).

In [3, Corollary 1] A. Carrillo and C. Hernández proved the following analogues

of (1.3)-(1.5):

(1.10) <T)b(Rab)=(TiM,B),

(1.11) ore(RAB) = o-Ti(A,B),

(1.12) o-e(RAB) = oir(A, B) U od(A, B).

In §2 our proofs of the inclusions

a\T(A,B) C oie(ÄAB)    and    <rrl(A,B) C ote(RAB)
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yield the stronger conclusions of Corollaries 2.9 and 2.11 (described above). (Propo-

sitions 2.8 and 2.10 were found independently of [3] and were announced in [12].)

Clearly, one may extend the definition of an elementary operator to the case

where the coefficient sequences are not necessarily commutative. We consider only

the commutative case in the sequel, but we note that several of the results of §2

(e.g., Lemmas 2.2-2.7, Propositions 2.8 and 2.10) can be extended to the general

case with no change in the proofs. On the other hand, Theorem 2.1 does not extend

to the noncommutative setting.

The author wishes to thank Professsors A. Carrillo and C. Hernández for early

receipt of [3]. The author is also grateful to Professor R. Curto for several inter-

esting conversations concerning the topics discussed in this paper.

2. Essential spectra of the operators Rj. In this section we prove (1.1). In

the sequel, A = (Ai,... ,An) and B = (Bi,... ,Bn) denote commutative n-tuples

of operators in Z(U). Let ( J, ||| • |||) denote a symmetric norm ideal of Z(H) in the

sense of [15, 24]; as a notational convenience we extend this notation to include

J = Z(M). Since J is a 2-sided ideal of Z(U), J is invariant under Rab, and the

restriction of Rab to J, which we denote by Rj, defines a bounded operator on the

Banach space J.

Let x, y G "H and let x <g) y G Z(U) denote the rank-one operator defined by

(x ® y)(h) = (h,y)x (h G )í). Since J contains each finite rank operator, it is clear

that Sx®x,y®y\J 7¿ 0 whenever x ^ 0 and y ^ 0. If L, K G K()l), then Slk\J is a

compact operator in Z(J). (Indeed, Slk\J may be norm-approximated in Z(J) by

finite rank operators of the form Sfg\J, where F and G are finite rank operators.)

Using these observations, it follows from [3, Theorem 2] (applied to the Banach

space y = Z(J)) that (1.8) (1.10) admit exact analogues for the operators Rj:

(2.1) ole(Rj)=crlt(A,B);

(2.2) are(Rj)=arl(A,B);

(2.3) oe(Rj)=olT(A,B)UuTX(A,B).

Our goal is to prove the following alternate expression for the essential spectrum

oîRj.

THEOREM 2.1.  ae(RJ)=aH(A)ocTHe(B)öaHe(A)o(TH(B).

Before beginning the proof we require some additional notation. For a Banach

space X and T G Z(X), we set

U(T) = {U~1TU: U: X —> X is an isometric isomorphism}.

Let ker T and Ran T denote, respectively, the kernel and range of T. Let

Psf(T) = {AeC:T-Aisa semi-Fredholm operator},

the semi-Fredholm domain of T [21]. For A G C, let nul(T - A) = dim ker T —

A, def(T - A) = dim(I/Ran(T - A)"), and for A G psf(T), let ind(T - A) =
nul (T - X) - def(T - A) (the index of T - X) [21]. Note that {A G C : nul (T - A) =
oo} C oïe(T) and {A G C: def(T - A) = oo} c ove(T) [28, Theorem 4].

Let A and A' be n-tuples of operators; A and A' are approximately unitarily

equivalent, Ak^A', if there exists a sequence of unitary operators {Uk}%KL1 C ZCH)

such that lim||A¿ - J7£A¿t/fc|| = 0 (1 < i < n) [27].  A and A' are approximately
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similar, A~aA', if there exists a sequence of invertible operators {X/Jj^Lj C Z(M)

such that supfc ||Xfc|| < oo, supfc HAT^1]! < oo, and lim ||A¿ - X¿"1A¿Xfc|| = 0 (1 <

i < n) [16].

LEMMA 2.2. If A~&Ä and B~&B', then, for A e C, Rj(A,B) - X is semi-
Fredholm if and only if Rj(A',B') — X is semi-Fredholm, and, in this case,

ind(ßj(A, B)-X) = ind(Rj(A', B') - A);

moreover,

<rle(Rj(A, B)) = ale(Rj(A', B'))    and   crie(Rj(A, B)) = aie(Rj(A', B')).

IfÄKaA' and Bk&B', then Rj(A',B') G U(Rj(A,B))~.

PROOF. The first part follows by a direct adaptation of the proof of [11, Propo-

sition 2.5] concerning the operator Sj(A, B). For the second part, let {Uk} and

{Vfc} denote sequences of unitary operators on M such that ||A¿ — U^.AiUk\\ —> 0

and ||B( - V¿BiVk\\ -* 0 (1 < i < n). For T G Z(X), let LT and RT denote the
operators on J defined by LT(X) = TX and RT(X) = XT. Clearly, Wk = LVkRv.
is an isometric isomorphism of J and

\\Wk-1Rj(A,B)Wk - Rj(A',B')\\ - 0.

For ease of reference we next recall two known results concerning left and, re-

spectively, left essential spectra.

LEMMA 2.3 [8, LEMMA 2.4].   For A G Z(U){n) and X G C" the following are
equivalent:

(i) A G ctx(A);

(ii) Yl(Ai — A,)*(Aj — Xi) is not invertible.

LEMMA 2.4 [8, THEOREM 2.6; 14]. For A G Z(X){n) and X G C'"' the

following are equivalent:

(i) X G oie(A), i.e., there is no solution X G Z(U)^ to J2 Xi(Ai - A¿) = 1;

(ii) there exists an infinite rank orthogonal projection P G Z(~H) such that

(Aí-Xí)PgK(M), í<i<n;
(iii) there exists an orthonormal sequence {e^^Li such thatlim^ ||(A¿ — A¿)efc|| =

0,  1 < i < n;

0V) J2(Ai - Xí)*(Aí - Xi) is not Fredholm.

The following result is a direct adaptation of the aforementioned result of C.

Apóstol [2, Lemma 2.2], so we omit the proof.

LEMMA 2.5. If A G ZCH)^ and X G oie(A), then there exist A'rí^A and an
infinite rank projection P G Z(M) such that (A[ — A¿)P = 0, 1 < i < n.

For A G Z()iyn>, let o-p(A) denote the joint point spectrum of At,..., An, i.e.,

<jp(A) = {A G Cn :  There exists xgU, x ¿ 0,

such that (Ai — A¿)x = 0, 1 < i < n}.

LEMMA 2.6.  If X G oi(A), then there exists A'k,&A such that X G op(A').

PROOF. This is the analogue of [11, Lemma 2.12] for n > 1. If A G oie(A),

Lemma 2.5 implies that there exists A'k^A and an infinite rank projection P G
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Z(U) such that (At - Xi)P = 0 (1 < i < n). Clearly, PX c |X=iker(A^ - A,),
so A G Op(A'). Suppose A G oi(A)\<rle(A). Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 imply that the

positive operator M — J2(Ai — A¿)*(A¿ - A¿) is Fredholm but not invertible, and

thus has nontrivial kernel M. If x is a nonzero vector in M, then X] 11 ( ̂ ¿— A¿ ) x 112 =

(Mi, x) = 0, so x G ker(A¿ - A¿) (1 < i < n) and, thus, A G op(A).

By considering adjoints we also obtain

LEMMA 2.7.  Let A G Z(Xyn)-

(i) If X G aTe(A), then there exist A'k,&A and an infinite rank projection P such

that (A[ - Xi)*P = 0 (1 < i < n).

(ii) If X G ov(A), either X G oTe(A) or X G op(A*) (where X = (Ai,..., An) and

A* = (A\,...,An)).
(iii) If X G oT(A), then there exists A'k&A such that X G ap(A").

PROPOSITION 2.8.   If X G oiT(A,B), then there exists

Rj(A',B')gU(Rj(A,B))-

such that nul(Rj(A', B') — X) = oo; in particular, oir(A, B) C a\e(Rj(A, B)), and

if Rj(A, B) — X is semi-Fredholm, then ind(Rj(A, B) — X) = +oo.

PROOF. Let A G o\T(A,B) and suppose A = a o ß with a G oie(A), ß G

CTr(B) or a G oi(A), ß G crTe(B). It follows from Lemmas 2.5-2.7 that there exist

A'ixaA, B'tzaB, and nonzero orthogonal projections P and Q such that

(i) (A[ - ai)P = 0 (1 < i < n),

(ii) (B'z - ßi)*Q = 0 (1 < i < n),
(iii) P or Q has infinite rank.

Let Mi and M2 denote copies of "H, and consider the decompositions Mi — PMi ©

(l-P)Mi and M2 = QM2®(1 — Q)M2. Relative to these decompositions, the matrices

of A\ G Z(Ui), B\ G Z(U2) (l<i< n), and X G Z(M) = Z(M2, Hi) are of the form

(ai   A«\ / Ä        0   \

Mo    A$    '        B*-\Btt    B% I
and

X

Let 7 = {X G Z(U): Xi2,X2i,X22 are zero operators and Xu : QM2 —> PMi is

a finite rank operator}. A calculation shows that for X G 7, A'^XB^ — ctißiX = 0,

so (R(A', B') — X)(X) = 0. Since P or Q has infinite rank, 7 is infinite dimensional;

moreover, 7 C J. Thus

nul(Rj(A', B') - X) > dim 7 = oo.

It follows that A G oie(Rj(A',B')) [28] and, if Rj(A',B') - A is semi-Fredholm,

that ind(Rj(A', B') - X) = +00. The result now follows from Lemma 2.2.

COROLLARY 2.9.   If X G o\e(Rj(A,B)), then there exists

Rj(A',B>) G U(Rj(A,Be-

such that nu\(Rj(A',B') - X) = 00.

PROOF. The result follows from Proposition 2.8 and (2.1).
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PROPOSITION 2.10.   IfXGaTi(A,B), then there exists

Rj(A',B')gU(Rj(A,B))-

such that def(Rj(A', B') - A) = oo; thus

o-ñ(A,B)Coie(Rj(A,B)),

and if Rj(A,B) — X is semi-Fredholm, then ind(Rj(A,B) — X) = -oo.

PROOF. Let A G ori(A, B) and suppose A = a o ß, with a G o-ie(A), ß G cr\(B)

ox a G ar(A),ß G a\e(B). Lemmas 2.5-2.7 imply that there exist A'ki^A, B'k,&B,

and nonzero orthogonal projections P and Q such that

(i) (A'i-aiyP = 0(l<i<n),

(ii) (B¡ - ßi)Q = 0 (1 < i < n),
(iii) P or Q has infinite rank.

Let Hi and Hi denote copies of M; thus Mi = PMi © (1 - P)Mi and M2 =
QM2 © (1 - Q)M2. Relative to these decompositions, a calculation shows that, for

XgJ,Y = (Rj(A', B') - X)(X) satisfies PYQ = 0, whence deî(Rj(A', B') - X) =
00, and the result follows from [28] and Lemma 2.2 (as in the proof of Proposition

2.8).

COROLLARY 2.11.   If X G aie(Rj(A, B)), then there exists

Rj(A',B') G U(Rj(A, Be-

such that de{(Rj(A',B')) = 00.

PROOF. The result follows from Proposition 2.10 and (2.2).

Proposition 2.12. au(A,B) c oe(Rj(A,B)).

PROOF. The proof is an extension of the argument given in [9, Theorem 3.1].

Let A G ax\(A,B) and suppose A = a o ß, with a G oie(A), ß G o\(B) or a G

01(A), ß G cj\e(B). Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 imply that there exist A'maA, B'k,&B, and

nonzero orthogonal projections P and Q such that

(i) (A't - cti)P = 0 (1 < i < n),
(ii) (B[ -ßi)Q = 0(l<i< n),
(iii) P or Q is an infinite rank projection.

Note that A' and B' are commutative n-tuples.

Let Mi and M2 denote copies of M; thus Mi — PMi © (1 — P)Mi and M2 =

QM2 © (1 — Q)M2. Relative to these decompositions, the operator matrices of A\ G

Z(Mi), B¡ G Z(M2), and X G Z(M) = Z(M2, Mi) are of the form

(at   A«\ (ßi   ß«\       x.JXxx   Xi2\

*~lo A$.y ^-(0 bs-P    \x* x„i
For V G Z(QM2,PMi), let

M(V)=(VQ    °0)gZ(M2,Mi).

Let M = {M(V): V G Z(QM2,PMi) and V is a finite rank operator}. Since P or
Q has infinite rank, M is an infinite-dimensional linear subspace of J C Z(M).
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Let R'j = Rj(A', B'). From Lemma 2.2, it suffices to show that R'j - X is not

Fredholm. We first show that

(*) dimker(Ä'J - A) > dim(.M n Ran(R'j - A)).

Let M G M fi Ran(i?j - A); thus M = M(V) for some finite rank operator V G

Z(QM2,PMi); to prove (*), it suffices to show that ker(fij - A) contains an operator

of the form

<-> (o :)■

Let X G J be an operator such that (R'j - X)(X) = M(V). Let W(V) =

Y,(A'j - aj)XB'J and note that

W(V) = ¿[(4 - aj)XB'j + a3X(B'3 - ß3)} - £ a3X(B'3 - ß3)

= (R'j - X)(X) - £ <*jX{B'}- - ß3) = M(V) - £ a3X(B'3 - ß3).

For each j, the matrix of X(B'J- — ß3) is of the form (J *), and it follows that the

matrix of W(V) is of the form (**). We claim that W(V) G ker(.Rj - A); to show

this, it suffices to verify that (A'j - a3)XB'0 G ker(R'j - X) (1 < j < n). Now

(R'j-X^A'j-a^XB'j)
n

= £[(4 - ai)((A'3 - a^XB'^Bl + (at(A'3 - a^XB'^B', - &)}
i=l

= (A; - a3) (¿[(4 - o^XB'i + atX(B¡ - ßt)

= (A'J-a3)M(V)B'J=0

(since clearly (A'- - otj)M(V) = 0).

Thus dimker(R'j — X) > dim(M D Ran(iîj — A)). We may thus assume that

Ran(fij — A) is closed and n = dim(M (1 Ran (R'j — A)) < oo, for otherwise

A G o-e(R'j). We claim that in this case def(R'j — A) = oo. If n > 0, let

{Vi}"=1 C Z(QM2,PMi) be a sequence of finite rank operators such that {M(V¿)}"=1

is a basis for M n Ran(i?j — A). Since P or Q has infinite rank, there exists a se-

quence {Wj}^ C Z(QM2,PMi) of finite rank operators such that {V¿} U {W3}

is independent. For S G J, let [5] denote the image of S in J/Ran(R'j — A);

note that {[M(Vv'J)]}^=1 is independent. Indeed, if ci,..., cm are scalars such that

Ecj[M(W3)} = 0, then 0 = [MÇ^cjWj)], so M(\Zc3W3) G MnRan(R'j - A).
Thus there exist scalars di,... ,dn such that J2 cjW3 = J2 diVi, whence each c3 = 0.

Since {[MtWj)]}^! is independent, def(ffj - A) = oo, and thus A G oe(R'j). The

case when n = 0 is treated similarly; the proof is now complete.

LEMMA 2.13.  crTI(A,B) C oe(Rj(A,B)).

PROOF. By considerations with adjoints, the proof follows from Proposition

2.12 and the following observation: Rj(A, B) — A is semi-Fredholm if and only if

Rj(B*,A*) — A is semi-Fredholm, and in this case

ind(Äj(A, B)-X) = ind(Rj(B\A*) - X)

(see [11, Lemma 2.6]).
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Let

o(A, B) = ah(A, B) U orX(A, B) U on (A, B) U cTI(A, B).

It follows from the definitions of Harte spectra and essential spectra that

o(A, B) = oH(A) o <THe(B) U ffHe(A) o aH(B).

The inclusion o(A,B) C 0e(Rj) thus follows from Propositions 2.8, 2.10, and 2.12

and from Lemma 2.13. The reverse inclusion follows from (2.3).

3. Isolated points of the Harte joint spectrum. Recall the Riesz De-

composition Theorem [23, Theorem, p. 421]: If A G Z(M) and a(A) = ai U 02

where c¡i and a2 are disjoint nonempty closed subsets of o(A), then there exist

complementary closed A-invariant subspaces M, XI C M such that o(A|.M) = o~i and

cr(A\kl) — a2; equivalently, A is similar to an orthogonal direct sum Ai©A2, where

a(Ai) — Oi (i = 1,2); finally, if oi — {A}, a singleton, then X G oe(A) if and only
if dim M — 00. (This version of the Riesz Decomposition Theorem is discussed in

[13].)
This decomposition depends on the existence of an analytic functional calculus

for A relative to a(A). If A is a commutative n-tuple of operators, there is an

analytic functional calculus for A relative to ox(A), so the conclusions of the Riesz

Decomposition Theorem carry over to this setting [26]. On the other hand, the

functional calculus for n-tuples relative to oh(A) concerns only polynomials [18,

19], so it is not surprising that (as we show below) the spectral decomposition

property fails for isolated points of Harte spectra.

If o is an isolated subset of oh(A) for which there is a corresponding spectral

decomposition, we say that a is removable. If an isolated subset o of oh(A) is

not removable, then o cannot be isolated in ot(A); thus the description of the

isolated points of oh(A) provides data that is useful in computing ctt(A)\oh(A).

A computationally useful description of <tt(A)\oh(A) is unknown even for n = 2

(except in special cases, see [4, 5]), and in the sequel we state our results only for

pairs of operators; several of the results do, however, admit extensions to n-tuples.

The results of this section are also motivated by the following considerations

concerning elementary operators. Let n = 1, A = (Ai), B = (ffi), or let n =

2, A = (Ai,—1), B — (1,02). The corresponding elementary operator Rab

satisfies the following property:

(*) If A is in o(R)\oe(R), then A = aoß, where a G on(A)\aiie(A), ßG

on(B)\ane(B), and a is isolated in oh(A) or ß is isolated in cth(B)

(see [10, 11]). In the second example above, since a = (0:1,02) is isolated in oh(A)

if and only if Qi is isolated in cr(Ai) and a2 — -1 (and similarly for ß = (ßi,ßi)

and 0(^2)), an argument based on the Riesz Decomposition Theorem allows one to

compute ind(ñ — A) in terms of invariants associated with the A¿'s and B¿'s [10].

An analogous argument holds for the n = 1 case [11].

For arbitrary elementary operators (indeed, even for n = 2), we do not know

whether (*) is valid; if (*) does hold, the lack of a spectral decomposition for

arbitrary isolated points of oh(A)\oh6(á) may introduce a further difficulty in

computing ind(i? — A).   Of course, it may happen that the analogue of (*) for
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Taylor spectra is valid (as in the above examples), in which case the Taylor version

of the spectral decomposition theorem can be applied.

In the sequel A and B are commuting operators on a separable Hilbert space

M. In the following example we show that, in general, there is little one can say

about the location of a G o(A) and ß G o(B) in cases for which (a,ß) is isolated

in aB(A,B).

EXAMPLE 3.1. We will exhibit commuting positive operators A and B with

a(A) = cTe(A) = o(B) = oe(B) = [0,1] such that on(A,B)\ane(A, B) contains a

sequence of isolated points of oh(A, B) that is dense in oh(A, B).

Let {In}n°=l denote the sequence of "middle third" open intervals used to define

the Cantor set. For n > 1, let Mn denote a copy of M, let {ein)iZi denote an

orthonormal basis for Mn, and let Sn = {rin}i^i denote an enumeration of the

distinct rational numbers in In. Let S = (J^Li ^n and let {s¿n}f^=1 denote an

enumeration of the distinct points of S such that s¿n is in f¿ (e.g., let s¿n == rn¿ for

i, n > 1). Define operators A and B on Moo = JliLi © Mn as follows:

s*.ein = rinein, H^in = ^in^in, t, tl = L, ¿, . . . .

Clearly A and B are commuting positive operators with a(A) = oe(A) = o(B) =

oe(B) — [0,1]. If i,n > 1, then (r¿n,s¿n) G ctp(A,B) (with joint eigenvector

ein); we show that each (r¿n,s¿n) is an isolated point of oh(A,.B) belonging to

aH(A,B)\aHe(A,B) and {(r¿„,s¿„)}-^=1 is dense in <rH(A,ß).

To this end, recall that since A and B are normal, oh(A, B) = oi(A,J3) and

OHe(A,B) = (j\e(A,B) [4, Corollary 3.9]. Fix io,rio > 1. Suppose (r,s) G cj\(A,B)

and let {hk} denote a sequence of unit vectors such that

(3.1) lim \\(A-r)hk\\*+ \\(B-s)hkf = 0.
k

Thus
oo oo

u    - v^    (fe)      _ v^ v^   (fc)      ,    (*0 i y^   (fc)
nk —   ¿^t   ain ein ~   Z-i   2^/ain ein + "iono^ono "+" 2Li ain0eino-

i,n>\ n^no i=l i^io

It follows that

dfc = ||(A-r)/ife||2 + ||(B-s)M2

(3.2)

=  EEla-|2(Kn-r|2 + |Sm-S|2)

+ |at(on0|2(l^ono-'-|2 + l^ono-s|2)

r|2,ls.       _s\2)+ El«in)0|2(l^
i^io

Note that (rlono,siono) G f„0 x Il0; we claim that if (r,s) G f„0 x fio, then

r = riono and s = slono. Indeed, if (r,s) G f„0 x Iio, then ¿i = dist (s,dfio) > 0,

and \sino - s| > ¿i for i ^ i0; similarly, since r G Ino, then o2 = dist(r,<9fno) > 0

and \rin - r\ > 62 for n ¿ n0. If S3 = dist((r,s), (riono,sio„0)) > 0, then 8 =

min(oi,02,¿3) > 0, so (3.2) implies that

oo

4> E Ek£}re + i^li2*! + E&?^¿2>o;
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this contradiction to (3.1) shows that each (r¿ono,s¿ono) is isolated in oh(A, B).

Now suppose r = r¿0„0, s = s¿0„0, and 6 = min(oi,¿2); (3.2) implies

dk>       E       l^}l2¿2'
(¿,n)^(i0,n0)

so (3.1) shows that

Um       y       |a^|2=0,

(i,n)=£{io,na)

whence limfc |a¿ „ | = 1. It follows that

lim
fc

\(hk,hk+i)\-\a^afn^ 0,

so that lim/t \(hk,hk+i)\ — 1. Thus {hk} cannot be an orthonormal sequence, so

[8] implies that (r¿oílo,s¿ono) £ o\e(A,B).

Finally, if (r,s) G oh(A, B) and 64 = inf¿in>idist ((r, s), (r¿,s¿)) > 0,

then inffcdfc > <52, and this contradiction implies that {(fm,s¿n)}¿*^=1 is dense in

°h(A,B).
In contrast to this example, we show below that if (a, ß) is an isolated point

of oh(A, B) arising from a G a(A)\cre(A), then there is a "regularity" constraint

against a which helps us locate a.

For a G C, define the o-cross section of oh(A, B) as follows:

aa(B) = {ßGC:(a,ß)G<JH(A,B)};

clearly oa(B) C o(JB) and cra(B) = 0 if a £ a (A). The projection property of Harte

spectra (contained in [18, Theorem 4.2]) implies that if a G o(A), then cra(B) ^ 0,

and Uae<r(A) °~a(B) = o(B). In what follows we employ certain refinements of the

projection property. For a G C, define

oQ,i(B) = {ß G C: (a,ß) G m(A,B)}        (c o,(B)),

oaM(B) = {ßGC:(a,ß)G ole(A,ß)}        (c ole(£));

define oa^(B) and cra^e(B) for right and right essential spectra analogously.

For a G o(A), let M = ker(A - a) and XI = ker((A - a)*). Since B commutes

with A, M is B-invariant and A/ is B'-invariant.

PROPOSITION 3.2.   If A- a has closed range, then

(i)oa,i(B) = al(B\M);
(ii) °~a,\e(B) = cr\e(B\M) (when M is infinite dimensional);

(iii) oa,t(B) = o^B^Xl)* (for o C C, o* = {X: X G a});

(iv) aa,re(B) = <rle(B*\My.

PROOF, (i) Let M' = M © M; relative to the decomposition M = M © M', the
matrices of A — a and B are of the form

a =  : -*-  ,    b

and since Ran(A — a) is closed,

(**) A*12Ai2 + A22A22 is invertible.
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Now Bu = B\M and, clearly, cri(Bii) C oat\(B). Conversely, let ß G cra¡\(B) and

let {zn} c M be a sequence of unit vectors such that ||(A —a)zn||-r-||(.B —/3)zn|| —► 0.

Let zn = xn+yn, xn G X{, ynG M'. Since ||(A—a)zn\\ —y 0, (**) implies \\yn\\ —y 0,

whence ||(ßn - ß)xn\\ —y 0 and ||xn|| —» 1. Thus ß G a\(B\M); this proves (i).

(ii) Assume M is infinite dimensional; the inclusion o-\e(B\M) C oQiie(ff) is

clear. Conversely, suppose ß G oQiie(-B). There exists an infinite rank orthogonal

projection

p=(Pu     Pll\

"   \P21      P22)

such that (A — a)P, (B — ß)P G K(M). Since (A-a)P is compact, (**) implies that

P21, -P22 G K(M)- Since P12 = P11P12+P12P22 and P is not compact, it follows that

Pu is not compact. Thus Pu is a nonzero projection such that (Bu — ß)Pu — 0

and thus ßGa\e(B\M).

(iii) and (iv) follow from (i) and (ii) by taking adjoints.

For the case when Ran(A - a) is not closed, we obtain analogues of Proposition

3.2(h), (iv) as follows.

For A G Z(M) and a G C, let J s J(A, a) = {Q G Z(M) : (A - a)Q G K(M)}; J
is a closed right ideal of Z(M) and K()i) C J; clearly, J = Z(M) if and only if
A-a G K(M), and J = K(M) if and only if a £ oie(A). If B G Z(M) and
BA - AB G K(M), then BJ C J. In this case, let Z = Z(M)/J and define
Lë : Z -> Z by LÈ(Q) = BQ; thus Lè G Z(Z).

PROPOSITION 3.3. (i)IfaG oie (A) (in particular, i/Ran(A-a) is not closed),

then <7Qiie(B) = o,r(Lß) = ap(Lß) (o7r(-) and op(-) denote approximate point and

point spectra).

(ii) If a G aie(A), then oaie(B) = a^L^,)* = op(Lß-)* (relative to J =

J(A*,a).

PROOF, (i) Let ß G a^Lg). Then there exists a sequence {Qn} C Z, \\Qn\\ — L

such that \\(Lg — ß)(Qn)\\ —y 0, i.e., \\(B — ß)Qn\\ ~* 0. Suppose there exist

operators S,T G Z(M) such that S(Ä - a) + f(B - fi) = 1. Since (Ä - a)Qn = 0

and ||(B-/?)Qn||->0, then

||Qn|| = \\S(Ä - a)Qn + f(B - ß)Qn\\ = \\f(Ê - ß)Qn\\

<\\f\\\\(e-ß)Qn\\-,0,

and this contradiction shows that (a,ß) G a\e(A,B). Conversely, if (a,ß) G

(Tie(A, B), then there exists an infinite rank projection P such that (A—a)P G K(M)

and (Lg - ß)(P) — 0; thus ß G op(L¿), and the proof is complete. (The preceding

argument has features in common with the proof of [18, Theorem 4.2].)

(ii) Take adjoints and apply (i).

We next recall some concepts studied by O Apóstol [1]. For T G Z(M) and

A G Psf(T), let min.ind. (T - A) = min{nul(T - A),def(T - A)}; A is a regular

point of psf(T) if a —* Pker(T-a) is (norm) continuous at a = A, otherwise, A is

a singular point of ^sf(T). Let Psf(^) and p%F(T) denote, respectively, the sets

of all regular and singular points of psp(T). We denote the regular and singular

points of o(T)\cre(T) by pTF(T) and psF(T). In [1, Theorem 2.2] C. Apóstol proved
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that, for T in Z(M), pSF(T) is an open set, pTSF(T) = pTSF(T*)*, and p|F(T) is at

most a denumerable set and has no accumulation points in psf(T).

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let A and B be commuting operators in Z(M). If a G

Pf(A) = C\oe(A) and (a,ß) is isolated in oh(A, B), then a G pF(A).

PROOF. Suppose, to the contrary, that a G pF(A). Let M = ker(A - a)

and XÍ = ker((A — a)*). Since M and XJ are finite dimensional, Proposition 3.2

implies that ß G aa(B) = oQ,i(£) U oa¡T(B) = o(B\M) U o(B*\X¡)*. Suppose

ß G a(B\M) (so, in particular, M ^ {0}). Since a is regular (and pTF(A) is open),

there exists a sequence {an} of distinct regular points of pf(A) such that an —* a.

Let Pn = Pker(A-Q„) and P = Pker(A-a); let k = 2\\B\\. Since a is regular,

\\(BPn + fc(l - Pj) - (BP + fc(l - P))|| -H. 0.

Now ß is an isolated point of o(BP + fc(l — P)) (which is finite), so by upper

semicontinuity of the separate parts of the spectrum [20, Corollary 1.6], given

m > 4/fc, there exists nm > m such that

a(BPnm + k(l - PnJ) n {z: \z - ß\ < í/m} ¿ 0.

(We may also assume that nm > nm_i.) Thus there exists

ßm&o(BPnm+k(l-PnJ)

such that \ßm - ß\ < 1/m. Since \ßm\ < \ß\ + 1/m < \\B\\ + fc/4 = |fc, then
ßm ¿ k, and thus ßm G cr(BPnm\PnmM) C oQ„m X(B) (Proposition 3.2(i)). Thus

{(otnm,ßm)}m is a sequence of distinct points of oh(A,B) convergent to (a,ß).

This contradiction shows that a is singular. In the case when ß G aa^(B), a

similar argument works since the function A' —> Pker(A-A')* is continuous at a.

REMARK. R. Curto [6] has proved a result which implies that, if a € Pf(A) and

(a,ß) is isolated in an(A,B), then (a,ß) is isolated in ot(A,B), whence (a,ß) is

removable. Our concluding example shows that neither this result nor Proposition

3.4 can be extended to the case when a G psf(A).

EXAMPLE 3.5. Let Í7 G Z(M) denote the unilateral shift of multiplicity one.

Let Moo — M © M © M © • • •, and define operators A,B G Z(Moo) by the operator

matrices

I ° "\
U*    0

1    0

1    0

1     0

V '*•/
Straightforward matrix calculations show that A and B commute and that no

nontrivial idempotent commutes with both A and B. Well-known properties of the

shift imply that 0 G pTSF(A); we will show that (0,0) is an isolated point of oh(A, B)

and that (0,0) ^ one(A, B). Since no proper idempotent commutes wiht both A

and B, (0,0) is necessarily nonremovable. Thus the results of [6] and Proposition

3.4 cannot be extended to the case when a G psf(A).

ÍU*

A =
W

U*
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Let a — 0. A calculation shows that the matrix of B\ ker(A) is unitarily equiva-

lent to 0Ci ©if, so Proposition 3.2(i) implies that oa%\(B) = <j\(B\ ker(A)) = {0}UT

(where T denotes the unit circle). Since ker(A*) = {0}, Proposition 3.2 implies

that aa(B) = {0} U T. Let 0 < |a| < 1. A calculation shows that B\ ker(A - a)

is unitarily equivalent to the unilateral weighted shift with weights a,1,1,1,...,

and thus B|ker(A — a) is similar to U [17, p. 47]. Now Proposition 3.2 implies

that aa(B) = oa,i(B) = a\(U) = T. Thus (0,0) is an isolated point of oH(A,ff).

Since A*A + B*B and AA* + BB* are Fredholm, it follows from Lemma 2.4 that

(0,0)£oHe(A,ß).

Finally, note that since (0,0) is nonremovable relative to oh(A, B), it cannot be

isolated in ot(A, B). Indeed, let D denote the closed unit disk; then oh(A, B) =

{(0,0)} U bdry(D x D), and aT(A, B) = D x D.

REMARK. After submitting this paper for publication we learned of the following

developments:

(i) R. Curto [7] has recently studied relationships between Harte and Taylor

spectra and in so doing has found a computational method for determining points

of ot(A)\oh(A) for n = 2 (cf. the introductory remarks of §3). Moreover, he has

found proofs of (1.7) and the identity

CTHe(Á) o <rn(B) U oh (A) o rrHe(B) = oTe(A) o oT(B) U oT(A) o aTe(ß)

that are independent of elementary operators [7, Theorem 3.14 and Corollary 3.16]

(cf. the remark following (1.7)). When combined with Theorem 2.1, the latter

identity yields the following analogue of (1.2) for essential spectra [7, Corollary

3.17]:

(3.3) o-e(Rj) = o-Te(A)oo-T(B)öcTT(A)oaTe(B).

In [7, Example 4.1], Curto studies a generalization of Example 3.2.

(ii) In a forthcoming sequel to this note [29] we study the problem of computing

ind(Äj - A). For A G o(ñj)\oe(ñj), let

Xx = {(a,ß) G ot(A) xar{B):aoß = A}.

Using (1.7) and (3.3) we compute ind(i2j- — A) under the following hypothesis: X\

is finite and, for each (a,ß) in Xx, either a is isolated in Ot(A) or ß is isolated in

o~t(B). (See the introductory remarks of §3.)

(iii) A revised version of [3] reflects some changes from an earlier version to which

we have referred in the preceding text. For an operator T on a Banach space X let

a+(T) = {XGC: Ran(T - A) is not closed or nul(T - A) = oo}

and

o--(T) = {A G C: Ran(T - A) is not closed or def(T - A) = oo};

thus o+(T) C oie(T) and o~(T) C ote(T) [28, Theorem 4]. In the version of [3]

that we have used above, the authors prove that oie(i?As) = oir, while in the revised

version they prove o+ (Rab ) = 0\r. However, the proof of the latter identity still

shows that cr\e(R) c ojr, so [28, Theorem 4] implies that oie(i?) = oir, as required

for (1.10). Similarly, ore(Ä) = o~(R) — oT\. A corresponding argument with Rj

can be used to establish (2.1)-(2.3) from the revised version of [3].
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